Top Author

of Historical

Romance
Anna Markland is a Canadian
author with a keen interest in
genealogy. She writes historical
romance about family honor,
ancestry, and roots. One of the
things she enjoys most about writing
historical romance is the in-depth
research required. Her novels are
intimate love stories full of passion
and adventure.
Discover more than 60 books and the
multiple series by Anna Markland.
Earls are Wild series
Montbryce Legacy series
FitzRam Family Dynasty series
Clash of the Tartans series
Montbryce Dynasty series
The House of Pendray series
Viking Roots Medieval series
Von Wolfenberg Dynasty series
The Caledonia Chronicles series
Plus, Stand-Alone Novels and
Romantic Novellas

www.AnnaMarkland.com

"Steamy Paranormal"
"5-Star Page Turner
"Steamy Hot"
"Very Steamy 4.5 Stars"
"Sexy Side of History"
"Red-Hot Romance"
"Scottish Must-Read"
"5-Star Comedic Banter"
"Breathtaking Story"
"Story with a Fresh Twist"
"Highly Amusing Masquerade"
"On-Your-Toes Intrigue"
"Talent For History"
"Sizzling Chemistry"
"Perfect Afternoon Read"
"The Power of Love"
"Pirates. Intrigue. Romance."
"Charming Regency"
"Wildly Steamy Lovers"

www.AnnaMarkland.com

REVIEWS

Signature Series

The 12-Book Saga

THE MONTBRYCE

LEGACY

The Montbryce Legacy is a 12-book series that
follows successive generations of a noble family
in the aftermath of the Norman Conquest.
The spectacular saga starts with three
handsome brothers who all fight in the epic
Battle of Hastings and then strive to build their
lives in medieval England.


Bestselling Medieval
Romances

www.AnnaMarkland.com

Get to know the family of the Earl of Farnworth

REGENCY Romance
EMMA

Emma is the widow who falls in love with her late husband’s successor—a
former soldier she expected would be totally unsuited to his new role.

SUSAN

Susan is the bluestocking sister of the late earl who finds herself suddenly
enamored with thoroughbred horses—and the man who breeds them.

PATSY

Patsy is a spontaneous and unconventional girl who falls in love with a
man who’s a stickler for rules.
Help Emma solve the mystery of a poisoning; rail with Susan against the
inequities caused by the industrial revolution; and sympathize with Patsy
when slow and steady turns out to be something she can't do.

A REGENCY ROMP

EARLS
ARE
WILD
www.AnnaMarkland.com

It's 1944.

World
War II
He’s a Canadian soldier
who doesn’t believe in
obeying orders but his
bravery in battle during
World War Two earns
him his country’s
highest military honor.
She’s a spy parachuted
into France to work with
the Resistance.

A world war
isn’t the time
to fall in love.
www.AnnaMarkland.com
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GET INTIMATE WITH

HISTORY

Bestselling author Anna Markland transformed her love for
genealogy and British history into a literary empire of more
than 60 historical romance novels.
Anna’s passion for digging into the past proved instrumental to
the success of her writing career. The further back in time Anna
went into her own genealogy research, the more she began to
understand the impact the Norman Conquest had on the land of
her birth. The influence the Normans had on her country’s
language, place names, customs and beliefs became crystal
clear.
“1066 was the date in history when the decisive Battle of
Hastings was fought. It was a pivotal and defining moment in
the history of the whole world,” Anna says. “For me, the fun and
satisfaction of creating all of my historical romances comes
from researching the cultural attitudes, politics, daily life,
clothing, and so on of various periods. I believe in letting the
characters tell their stories when they are obliged to adapt to
historical events over which they often have no control. “
With more than 60 books to her name, Anna has focused on
many time periods for her historical romances.
Anna says, “History is truly fascinating, especially when it leads
a researcher like me to exclaim with great glee, ‘I never knew
that!’ We sometimes forget that we ourselves are making
history even as we speak, and every single one of us has been
molded by the historical events that have shaped our world.
Every person’s story is important in the tapestry of human
history. We all strive to bloom where we are planted, but deep
roots help.”

The Lighter Side
of Clan Feuding

Clash
of the
Tartans

A rip-roaring comedic romance
set in the Highlands of Scotland
Kilty Secrets. As the chief's second
son, Ewan MacKinloch resents being
offered up as the sacrificial lamb in a
marriage arranged to end a 300-year
feud with the MacCarrons.
Kilted at the Altar. Darroch
MacKeegan vows revenge when his
intended bride, Isabel MacRain, fails to
show up for a marriage arranged to
settle the long feud between their
clans.
Kilty Pleasures. Broderick Maxwell is
drawn to Kyla MacKeegan from their
first inauspicious meeting. But a union
between a Highlander and a Lowlander
would never work.
Kilty Party. Secret tunnels, benign
ghosts, and ruined castles—the
ingredients of a mystery. Right?
Except, this is a romantic comedy.
Kilts in the Wind: An amusing and
heartwarming tale of mistaken identity,
a derelict windmill, and a wee lad who
eats like a horse.
Kilts Ahoy!: Sworn enemies, Clan
MacCray and Clan Robson live within
sight of each other on a clifftop in
Caithness. Marshall Robson proposes
to end the feud by suggesting a
marriage between his elder brother and
the daughter of the enemy clan—but
then he meets her.
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